In this paper we describe experiments in which we acquire range images of underwater surfaces with four types of depth sensors and attempt to reconstruct underwater surfaces. Two conditions are tested: acquiring range images by submersing the sensors and by holding the sensors over the water line and recording through water. We found out that only the Kinect sensor is able to acquire depth images of submersed surfaces by holding the sensor above water. We compare the reconstructed underwater geometry with meshes obtained when the surfaces were not submersed. These findings show that 3D underwater reconstruction using depth sensors is possible, despite the high water absorption of the near infrared spectrum in which these sensors operate.
INTRODUCTION
Underwater reconstruction and scientific visualization applications provide insights on environmental and geological factors that can tell us more about the state and development of natural or man-made underwater structures. Advances in sonar technologies, positioning, and computing have started a new era of undersea monitoring and exploration [9] . One example is the interactive 3D visualization application that explores the sonar data set of San Francisco Bay [9] . By colorcoding, depth shading, and zooming, the visualization reveals with remarkable accuracy seafloor sand waves of 10-20 cm in amplitude.
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Besides sonar data, underwater applications have employed optical sensors used in periodic inspection of pipelines, telecommunication cables, nuclear reactors, offshore platforms, but also in aquiculture, marine biology, and archaeology [5, 13] . The detection of pipelines using optical sensors in the visible spectrum can fail due to low illumination conditions [5] . Various methods are proposed for fusing vision data with sonar [7, 14, 10] , magnetometer data [2] , and inertial sensor data [3] .
The availability of depth sensors supported the advancement of real-time reconstruction algorithms that provide great accuracy and flexibility. So far we have not seen the attempt of using depth sensors underwater. This paper presents experiments using low-cost depth cameras and attempts to reconstruct underwater surfaces.
BACKGROUND
Seafloor navigation and exploration have been revolutionized by the multibeam sonar technology and by the visualization and analysis tools developed to support the large generated datasets [9] . Applications that require greater accuracy like Figure 2 . Water absorption of visible and near-infrared spectrum (blue curve); The corresponding wavelengths of colors from the visible spectrum and Kinect (red line) are overlayed. Based on data from [6] visual inspection of pipelines, cables, nuclear reactors combine optical sensors with sonar technology [7, 14, 10] . Using optical sensors and traditional computer vision algorithms like stereo triangulation and structure from motion cannot be employed directly underwater [5, 13] . Image degradation effects in water are caused by the absorbed and scattered light that comes from above [13, 8] .
Although water absorption of the near infrared is higher than that of the visible light, we wanted to test if reconstruction is possible and at what distances to the underwater surface. Fig. 1 depicts the wavelength of the Kinect infrared sensor as 827nm
1 which corresponds to an absorption of 0.03 cm −1 [6] . The Kinect signal is therefore exponentially attenuated in water, with the exponent proportional to the imaginary component of the refraction index [12] . The purpose of this paper is to verify if underwater reconstruction is possible in sea water. Insights on this subject could open a new research area and permit further investigation in this field. We employed a state-of-the-art reconstruction algorithm [11] robust to noise and able to create an rgb texture for the meshes.
EXPERIMENT
Depth images of underwater surfaces were acquired with the OpenNI library 2 using the Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion sensors. Both Dinast Cyclopes II and Cyclopes OD (outdoor) infrared proximity array sensors [16] were tested in acquiring surfaces underwater using the PCL library 3 . Two conditions were tested: i) acquiring depth images by submersing the sensors and ii) by keeping the sensors over the water line and recording through the water. All sensors except the Kinect were put in a watertight box with a glas window that was submersed while depth images were acquired. Kinect requires an external power source, so a 11.1V LiPo battery replaced the power adapter (Fig. 3) . Xtion is powered through USB, while the Dinast sensors needed a 5V converter besides a battery. The first step was to verify if the underwater surfaces were distinguishable by acquiring them from above water. This was done by holding the sensor above water while looking at the depth images in real-time. Only the Kinect sensor was able to provide depth images through the water at a distance from the underwater surfaces of maximum 30cm below water while the sensor was more than 50cm above water. Using the Kinect and an application of the OpenNI library, ONI files were recorded that contained both color and depth images. All the other sensors showed almost permanently a black image. For the Kinect, direct sunlight severly increases the noise. The angle to the underwater surface together with the water waves play a key role in the quality of the depth image.
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The next step was to try if the Xtion and Dinast sensors would acquire any data from inside a submersed watertight box through its glass window. All sensors showed black images only in this experiment. When putting the Kinect in the watertight box on the water surface, we realized that its range between 0.8-4m was much more than the maximum of 0.3m at which it would recognize underwater surfaces (previous experiment). The box dimensions didn't permit further experiments with submersing the Kinect.
Reconstruction of underwater surfaces
Reconstruction was performed using the ONI files and the voxel hashing algorithm [11] . PLY files with the meshes were then generated and visualized with Meshlab 4 . The bottom picture from Fig. 4 shows reconstructed meshes of underwater surfaces with the texture from the color image supplied by the Kinect. The top picture in Fig. 4 shows the depth image containing visible water waves on the left side.
Alignment and assumption
We aligned two meshes representing the reconstruction of underwater surfaces and surfaces above water during low tide, respectively, from the same physical scene (see Fig. 1 ). Based on the observation that the underwater mesh (Fig. 1 b) is visibly flatter than the overwater mesh (Fig. 1 a) , and on the assumption that refraction and absorption are responsible for the differences in the reconstructed geometry, we aligned the two meshes so that the highest rock surfaces overlap. Figure 1c shows the overwater mesh colored so that smaller distances to the underwater mesh are blue, gradually increasing to green. The process of alignment and coloring obtained in Fig. 1c was performed 2) Manually align the two point clouds by selecting 4 point correspondences in each cloud [1] . The points are selected based on visual detection of easily recognizable features, and choosing those features that are as far apart as possible in the point cloud and not being co-planar 3) Use the Iterative Closest Point algorithm [4] to refine the rough alignment (Error difference: 1.000e-06, Random sampling limit: 20000) 4) Manually adjust the alignment, giving more weight to data of higher fidelity, that is, points belonging to abovewater surfaces, or surface closer to the air-water boundary (translate the underwater mesh up until the highest surface points intersect the overwater mesh)
To compare the accuracy of the underwater surface reconstruction, we calculate the cloud-to-cloud distance of the final alignment of the two point clouds, again using CloudCompare.
DISCUSSION
The top pictures in Fig. 1 show two reconstructions of rocks based on depth images recorded without water (Fig. 1 a) and through water (Fig. 1 b) . We can observe that the underwater meshes have a smaller slope, are less high, and have less features. This could be caused by refraction which could explain why the underwater mesh is flatter and shorter than the mesh coming from scanning the rock above water. Absorption may be responsible for having less features in the underwater mesh and having no depth information below 30cm of water. Based on this assumption we aligned the two meshes according to the tallest mesh points that are depicted in blue in Fig. 1 c, which shows the increasing distance between the meshes.
The blank images of the Xtion and Dinast sensors over and inside the water could be caused by their range and signal absorption. Illuminating the underwater scene with a hallogen lamp and covering the infrared Kinect emitter would result in a much better infrared image [15] . This could increase the range and the quality of the reconstruction.
The voxel hashing reconstruction algorithm [11] was remarkably robust to noise even when the slightly moving waves were making the depth image of the surface completely indistinguishable. This was due to the change in reflection caused by the change in the angle between the water surface and the Figure 4 . Acquired a) depth image and b) color image; c) reconstructed mesh with color texture using voxel hashing [11] . The right part of the images contain surfaces above water, while the rest are submersed.
sensor line of sight. The noise caused by the moving waves would be much less if the sensor would be submersed. Besides the waves, the distance to the surface is key for a good underwater reconstruction. We varied the range of the Kinect between 0.5-1m above the water. This way it would acquire depth image of underwater surface at maximum 30cm below the water.
Computer vision algorithms like stereo triangulation and structure from motion cannot be employed directly underwater [5, 13] . The advantage of using depth sensors over stereo reconstruction would be that it can be employed directly, as shown in this paper.
One disadvantage of underwater reconstruction with depth sensors are the waves which, depending on their amplitude and orientation, can introduce very much noise. On the other hand, when the waves are smaller, ripples can be clearly distinguished. The supplementary video shows this in the depth images. This observation could benefit fluid dynamics applications by tracking and analyzing waves in real-time and their interaction with solids.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have shown that underwater reconstruction is possible using depth sensors. We have presented methods and tools that could support the new field of underwater reconstruction using depth sensors. Future work could include a model that could be based on the underwater image formation model [13] , but would also take into account refraction and the exponentially attenuated infrared signal in water.
These insights could point to future research directions in real-time reconstruction and could benefit applications ranging from inspection of undersea equipment and systems to marine biology and archeology.
